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Experts in Workload Automation Solutions

CA recently announced that CA Workload Automation (formerly Autosys) will be integrated into
CA Automic Automation One; this forms the first step to migration and the move to CA’s strategic
workload automation platform.
In the short term, this means that two products will be necessary to facilitate all of the workload
automation functions required by CA’s customers. And given this product availability, why should
Autosys customers be concerned now? End of support has not been announced so what’s the
problem?
Put simply, it is a matter of control. Considering the business-critical nature of workload
automation, shouldn’t you plan for your requirements (both current and future) now rather than
being forced to at a later date by CA?
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Of course, this isn’t the only recent news concerning CA.
In July 2018 came the announcement that chip
manufacturer Broadcom had acquired CA for almost $19
billion. The Broadcom acquisition is still subject to Justice
Department approval, but is expected to be completed
by November 2018.
Described by some as “the weirdest acquisition ever”,
this bizarre purchase is likely to have even the most loyal
CA customers feeling rather uncertain about the future.
The only thing that is a certainty for CA customers now,
is that change is very much afoot.
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Why not take this opportunity to review your workload automation strategy and pick the right solution not only
for your current needs, but your future ones too? Typically, historic batch and workload automation environments
have grown organically; jobs have run for years and, in some cases, decades. The person who put it in may no
longer be with your organisation, and the “don’t touch it, it may break” approach to your existing Autosys
environment limits both its effectiveness and future value to the business.

So, what questions must be answered to define your workload automation
strategy?
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You should review your current Autosys environments using an automated process to capture and analyse all the
data. What are the jobs and associated scheduling objects? What are they for and who owns them? This exercise
stimulates a debate internally about the workload automation service and the value it provides. Previously, the
lines of business have had little or no visibility of the workload automation environment and may therefore see it
as a cost rather than something of strategic value.
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Typically, workload automation underpins the
availability and performance of new and existing
business applications. The rate of change of these
applications must increase continually in order for
your business to remain competitive.
Hence it follows that the future functionality of the
workload automation service must be considered
and executed in conjunction with the business
application changes, in order to deliver value. All
changes must be provided in a risk-free manner to
the business application services.
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The journey to a future workload automation landscape
takes time, effort and money, and doesn’t happen
overnight. So, what steps are necessary to arrive there?
As part of any strategy, there needs to be a set of
recommendations and quick wins. These will deliver the
business requirements of the workload automation
service in a cost-effective manner.
But where and how do you start? Elyzium’s Workload
Assessment will provide all the data you need to
formulate your workload automation strategy. It’s
product autonomous but provides the metrics for your
product requirements. Plus, it’ll help you to answer a
question many organisations are currently asking
themselves:

“Should
our
future
workload
automation requirements be cloud
based or remain on premise?”
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Elyzium’s Workload Assessment provides a complete workload
automation appraisal by reviewing your organisation’s current
environment against a set of business needs. The resulting
strategic report provides the justification for change, setting
out a clear path to allow you to achieve your goals with no
impact to your business.
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The assessment provides a complete appraisal of both the business and IT requirements,
gathering information from key stakeholders within the business to deliver the benefits
they need:

Business users want additional
application functionality that
will give them a competitive
advantage. The Workload
Assessment concentrates on
delivering increased application
integration and performance
while mitigating risks.

Reducing costs and
rationalising suppliers is
Procurement’s priority. The
Workload Assessment
produces a ROI/BVA report that
shows the financial benefits of
consolidating to IBM Workload
Scheduler using Elyzium’s
Workload Migrator tool.

IT Managers are busy with
existing projects or running
the infrastructure. The
Workload Assessment
concentrates on managing
risk, while delivering technical
enhancements to enable
more effective management
of your workload automation.

IT Administrators are key to
ensuring that all technical data
is collected and analysed and
the new environment is
exploited to full potential. IT
Admin is therefore an
essential element of the entire
Workload Assessment
process.
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Existing Environment Analysis
We’ll analyse your entire existing
environment – regardless of the
qty & diversity of tools being
used.

Architectural Blueprint
We’ll put together a detailed
proposal of the recommended
solution.

Recommendations
We’ll detail suggestions of
improvements & “quick wins” to
optimise your environment.

Business Value Report
Our report will detail the cost of
all recommended steps, how
they will save you money, and
the ROI/TCO you can expect.
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When it comes to workload automation we believe that IBM Workload Scheduler is a market leader, and industry
analyst Enterprise Management Associates (EMA) agrees. In the EMA RADAR for Workload Automation (WLA): Q4
2017, not only was IBM named a 2017 Value Leader, but additionally classed as “outstanding” in an unprecedented
number of the evaluation summary categories including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breadth of Application & Database Support
Developers Schedule in Code (DevOps)
Self-Service Portal
Security
Comprehensive API
Container Deployment
Flexibility of Licensing Model

You can read the full EMA RADAR report here.
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Elyzium’s Workload Assessment provides
you with the confidence you need to move
to a consolidated and future-proof workload
automation environment which will achieve
your business needs and goals.
Call us today on +44(0)1204 373515 or email
info@elyzium.co.uk for a free consultation
to determine the many benefits a Workload
Assessment will deliver to your business.
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Established in 1998, Elyzium is a Gold IBM Business
Partner dedicated to delivering top-quality
professional services and enterprise systems
management solutions predicated on IBM Tivoli
software.
At Elyzium we employ some of the finest,
preeminent
Tivoli
consultants,
Business
Consultants and Project Managers in Europe, and
our commitment to clients is to continually strive to
exceed expectation, deliver exceptional value, and
to offer the best possible service each and every
time.
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